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The “Program Tetrahedron”:  
A Changed Baseline Control Basis under Strategic Program 

Management 
 

By Bob Prieto 
 
  
In a traditional project management approach, control of project dynamics is often 
described by the project management triangle (Figure 1) that shows the need to 
balance the competing forces of cost, quality and time. Control bases include estimate, 
schedules and various definitions of fit for purpose or quality. 
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Figure 1 – The Project Management Triangle  
 

Time frames are traditionally those associated with initial delivery of the facility and 
generally do not consider activities during the operating and maintenance period. 
 
Under a strategic program management approach the control of program dynamics is 
more robust, corresponding to the increased challenges such programs often face 
because of factors such as scale, complexity and increased duration. This last factor 
drives significant changes in program control bases when time durations encompassing 
the entire lifecycle are considered. 
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In such programs the traditional project triangle can be replaced with a “Program 
Tetrahedron” where the traditional, three control bases are defined in a more 
expansive manner and three new control bases are introduced. This can be seen in 
Figure 2. 

 

 
 
Here, programs may be defined to encompass initial delivery only, or increasingly, life 
cycle delivery of an “outcome”. Costs will encompass all lifecycle costs but also other 
“costs” such as environmental and social impacts associated with the other two axis of 
the triple bottom line. Time frames will now extend throughout the lifecycle and tradeoffs 
between initial schedule and lifecycle performance will come into play. Similarly, quality 
will take on new meaning, no longer focused on the initial set of program outputs, but 
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more focused on the quality of lifecycle performance and the quality of outcomes 
realized. 
 
While significantly changed, these three control bases will be recognizable to project 
management professionals.  
 
Under strategic program management three new control bases are added that may be 
more or less recognizable. These include controls around strategic business objectives, 
business framework, and system performance. 
 
In more conventional project settings it can be argued that scope and basis of design 
serve as surrogates for strategic business objectives. To some degree this is true, but in 
large, complex, long duration programs, major failings have been associated with 
weaknesses in clarity, articulation and alignment around strategic business objectives. 
As a control basis it may represent the most significant challenge in large complex 
programs. 
 
Similarly, business frameworks are considered in the form of terms and conditions in 
more conventional projects but in large programs these frameworks will evolve, driven 
by externalities such as regulatory or tax changes; technology obsolescence; and 
changed competitive environments. 
 
The final new control basis to be addressed goes very much to an outcomes focus by 
assessing, measuring and controlling factors such as resiliency, asset flexibility (future 
proofing) and risk. Risk should represent a control basis even in the more traditional 
project management “triangle” but in a lifecycle program context it takes on more 
importance and an expanded set of possibilities to consider. 
 
Conclusion 
 
While the project management triangle has served the industry well, today’s project 
challenges and the use of outcomes driven lifecycle program management, considering 
each of the triple bottom lines, suggests that a new descriptor may be in order. The 
“Program Tetrahedron” reflects the broader set of control bases that today’s programs 
require. 
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